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太奇 2015年管理类专业学位联考辅导 

基础班英语周测（词汇三） 

（一）选词填空 

1. Fewer and fewer of today’s workers expect to spend their working lives in the same field, 

_____the same company.  

A. all else      B. much worse  

C. let alone      D. less likely  

2. Floods cause billions of dollars worth of property damage _______  

A. relatively     B. actually  

C. comparatively     D. annually  

3. For the sake of calf future generations, we should make rational use of natural __________  

A. resource      B. resources  

C. material      D. materials  

4. Franklin’s talent as an inventor was matched by his __________as a politician.  

A. ability      B. competence  

C. capacity      D. capability  

5. Even after the teacher had entered the room she ________ talking.  

A. regretted      B. stopped  

C. continued      D. finished  

6.  Even if this possibility did not _________ to close scrutiny, his theory would still be true  

A. look up      B. stand up  

C. keep up      D. hold up  

7.  Even though he was guilty, the _________ judge did not send him to prison. 

A. merciful      B. impartial  

C. conscientious     D. conspicuous  

8.  Even though she had not seen it for many years, the woman _________ bet son’s 

handwriting.  

A. remembered     B. reorganized 

C. recounted      D. recognized  
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9.  Every man in this country has the right to live where he wants, _________ the color of his 

skin.  

A. with the exception of   B. by vitae of  

C. in the light of     D. regardless of  

10. Customers may also be permitted to ________ their current accounts for a short period in 

anticipation of a credit item coming in.  

A. overextend     B. overdraw  

C. overvalue      D. overpay  

（二）. 近义词辨析（选出划线单词的近义词） 

1. Appropriate public policies are in place to help all women. 

  A. ready         B. there        C. in hand      D. likely   

2. I don’t like quotas either; they run counter to my belief in meritocracy, governance by the 

capable. 

A. knowledge      B. skill         C. ability      D. reputation  

3. There are so many people in a much worse state, with barely any money to spend on food – but 

eating well on a budget.   

A. cost saving      B. debt         C. reasonable   D. dependence  

4. It's also a good idea to shop daily instead of weekly, because, being human, you'll sometimes 

change your mind about what you fancy.  

A. like            B. think         C. image      D. flowery  

5. Planning ahead should eliminate wastage, but if you have surplus vegetables you'll do a 

vegetable soup. 

A. extra           B. additional     C.dividend     D. plus 

6. I never feel overwhelmed with the amount of information my brain absorbs. 

A. saves           B. remembers     C. lasts       D. contains   

7. The trade group assured members that this was just a “preliminary step” in a longer battle.   

A. opening       B. primate        C. previous       D. privilege  

8. The BIO recently held a convention which included sessions to coach lawyers on the shifting 

landscape for patents. 

A. persuade      B. train           C. call on        D. exercise  
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9. Not all people graduating into a recession see their life chances dimmed. 

A. conversion     B. reversion       C. depression     D. recovery  

10. Those with degrees from elite universities catch up fairly quickly to where they otherwise 

would have been if they had graduated in better times. 

A. repair        B. return          C. get up        D. overhaul   

11. In the internet age, it is particularly easy to see the resentment that has always been hidden 

within American society. 

A. disagreement     B. irritation      C. harmony      D. pleasant  

12. We will have to wait and see exactly how these hard times will reshape our social fabric. 

A. change          B. influence      C. make up      D. renew 

13. Ms. Simmons was under fire for having sat on Goldman’s compensation committee; how 

could she have let those enormous bonus payouts pass unremarked? 

A. attacked          B. criticized     C. burned        D. ruined  

14. The recession threatened to remove the advertising and readers that had not already fled to the 

internet. 

A. turn to           B.fly to         C. apply for       D. resort to  

15. American papers have long been highly unusual in their reliance on ads. 

A. dependence       B. certainty      C. confidence     D. appliance  

 


